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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in polyphonic piano transcription have
been made primarily by a deliberate design of neural net-
work architectures that detect different note states such as
onset or sustain and model the temporal evolution of the
states. The majority of them, however, use separate neural
networks for each note state, thereby optimizing multiple
loss functions, and also they handle the temporal evolution
of note states by abstract connections between the state-
wise neural networks or using a post-processing module.
In this paper, we propose a unified neural network archi-
tecture where multiple note states are predicted as a soft-
max output with a single loss function and the temporal
order is learned by an auto-regressive connection within
the single neural network. This compact model allows to
increase note states without architectural complexity. Us-
ing the MAESTRO dataset, we examine various combina-
tions of multiple note states including on, onset, sustain, re-
onset, offset, and off. We also show that the autoregressive
module effectively learns inter-state dependency of notes.
Finally, we show that our proposed model achieves perfor-
mance comparable to state-of-the-arts with fewer parame-
ters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic music transcription (AMT) refers to an auto-
mated process that converts musical signals into a piano
roll or a musical score. Polyphonic piano transcription is
a specific AMT task for piano music. Due to the complex
nature of piano sound such as overlapping spectra and in-
terference among notes and inharmonic overtones, most of
recent approaches are based on learning algorithms such as
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) and deep neural
networks (DNN) [1]. In particular, the transcription per-
formance has been significantly improved by virtue of the
representation power of DNN [2–5] and large-scale piano
music data such as the MAESTRO dataset [6].
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A key element in designing state-of-the-art DNN archi-
tectures is detecting multiple states of a note beyond the
conventional binary states (i.e., on/off) and modeling the
temporal evolution of the note states. For example, the On-
sets and Frames model incorporated a note onset detection
network into the frame-level pitch detection network [4].
This onset-aware model significantly reduced note-level
false positive errors, which is critical in perceptual evalua-
tion of the transcription. Similar multi-state note modeling
approaches are found in [4, 7–10] and some detect even
more phases of note envelope including onset, sustain and
offset [11, 12]. As such, various versions of note state rep-
resentations have been suggested so far and showed im-
proved performances. However, the majority of them use
separate neural networks for each note state. This requires
to optimize multiple loss functions, progressively increas-
ing the model complexity for more note states. Also, they
handle the temporal evolution of note states by an abstract
connection between the hidden layers of the state-wise
neural networks [4] or using a separate neural network to
model piano-roll data [2, 13, 14].

In this paper, we propose a unified neural network archi-
tecture where individual neural networks for each state and
the temporal order modeling are integrated within a single
neural network. We implement the all-in-one architecture
by predicting multiple states of a note as a softmax output
and modeling the temporal order in an auto-regressive con-
nection in the output layer. Specifically, the architecture is
composed of convolution neural network (CNN) and recur-
rent neural network (RNN). For each time step, the CNN
module summarizes local acoustic features into a frame-
level latent vector. The RNN modules predicts the note
states from the softmax outputs conditioned on the latent
vector and the previous outputs via an auto-regressive con-
nection. The multi-class classification approach for note
states allows the model to increase the number of note
states without architectural complexity. Taking the advan-
tage of this property, we examine various combinations of
multiple states including on, onset, sustain, re-onset, offset,
and off by comparing the performances and visualizing an
example of the note state activations. In addition, we show
that the autoregressive module effectively learns inter-state
dependency by comparing it to a non-auto-regressive ver-
sion. Finally, we show that the auto-regressive multi-state
note model can achieve transcription performance compa-
rable to the state-of-the-art Onsets and Frames model on
the MAESTRO dataset.



2. RELATED WORKS

2.1 Multi-State Note Modeling

Most of recent approaches in polyphonic piano transcrip-
tion are based on deep learning. The model architectures
are diverse, including CNN [2, 3, 10, 12], RNN [9, 15],
CRNN [4,5,16], and U-Net [17]. The loss function is typi-
cally the cross-entropy between predicted and ground truth
labels but also includes the adversarial loss [5]. An impor-
tant direction in designing a neural network architecture is
detecting note onset explicitly apart from the binary on/off
states [4,9,10,12], considering that piano sound starts with
a percussive tone but, after the attack park, it slowly decays
with a harmonic tone [18]. This multi-state note modeling
even including note offset was already explored before the
DNN approaches become dominant [7, 8, 11]. While this
multi-state note modeling has significantly improved the
transcription performance, to the best of our knowledge,
there has been no study that systemically compares var-
ious combinations of multi-state note representations. In
this paper, we define five note states even considering the
sustain pedal that globally changes the note states, and ex-
amine the different representations of temporal evolution.

2.2 Temporal Modeling of Multi-State Notes

Modeling the temporal order of note states is an essen-
tial step to improve the transcription performance [1]. A
popular choice is hidden Markov model (HMM), which
learns the temporal dependency of note states typically for
each pitch. The note states can range from binary (on/off)
[19–21] to more complete note phases (attack, decay, sus-
tain, and release) [12]. Another approach is the autoregres-
sive modeling which has been implemented with an RNN
or its variants [2, 13, 14]. The autoregressive models can
learn much wider musical context than HMM, covering
inter-note and long-term dependency at the cost of sophis-
ticated decoding algorithm [13]. Since this is analogous to
the language model in speech recognition, it is also called
musical language model (MLM). The MLMs are trained
only with frame labels without paired audio data. This en-
ables them to leverage large-scale symbolic data such as
MIDI files. However, this decoupling from audio data may
not take advantage of the synergy when the MLM is con-
ditioned with the acoustic information, for example, us-
ing a transduction model [22, 23]. The Onsets and Frames
model learns the temporal order of note states without an
MLM by having a directed connection between different
columns of neural networks that account for onsets and
frames states, respectively [4]. However, this hidden-layer
connection implicitly learns the temporal orders and the
design choice is heuristic.

Our proposed architecture integrates the acoustic model
with the MLM by conditioning the autoregressive multi-
state note modeling on the acoustic latent features. Unlike
the transduction models that use the pre-trained features
or posterior as input [22, 23], we train the acoustic model
and MLM jointly within a single neural network in an
end-to-end manner. This unified approach was recently at-

Figure 1. A diagram of the proposed CRNN architecture
at time step t.

tempted by the image-to-image translation model between
mel-spectrogram and piano-roll [5]. However, our model
has multiple states for each note and the state transitions
are learned via the autoregressive connection.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 Term Definitions

In this paper, we will use frame as an unit of time. t in-
dicates the frame index. For a given audio recording, we
express its audio feature as X = {xt}, where xt is a vec-
tor that represents local audio feature at t, and N = {ni},
where ni denotes a musical note with index i over the
frames. Each note consists of onset, offset time and pitch.
We also represent notes with a piano-roll-like form Y =
{ypt }, where ypt denotes a frame-level state of a note with
pitch p at time step t. The pitch p corresponds to each key
of piano. The actual form of ypt are determined by the cho-
sen note state representation and network architecture. For
example, the Onsets and Frames model uses three paral-
lel binary rolls Yonset, Yframe, and Yoffset, as they have
three columns of networks for separate detection of onset,
offset and frame. In our proposed model that uses a single-
column network, ypt is a one-hot vector of multiple states.
Without the pitch superscript, yt denotes concatenated one-
hot vectors (ypt ) for all pitches (88 keys in piano) at time
step t. In Section 3.3, we explain various combinations of
multiple states of a note.

3.2 Model Overview

Our proposed network architecture consists of two mod-
ules as shown in Figure 1. The first module is a CNN-based
acoustic model to extract local feature ha

t from the input
xt. The second module is an RNN-based autoregressive
MLM to estimate the output yt from the previous output
yt−1 but it is conditioned on the extracted audio feature
ha
t . The output layer have 88 independent softmax func-

tions, each of which corresponds to pitch p. The following
equations summarize the input and output in each module.



Figure 2. Visualization of five note state representations.
The idealized ADSR curve of two consecutive notes and
corresponding annotations are displayed.

ha
t = CNN(xt)

hl
t = RNN(yt−1, h

a
t )

ŷpt = softmax(W phl
t + bp)

(1)

For the acoustic model, we borrow the CNN architec-
ture (convnet) proposed in [3], which is also used in [4, 5].
The acoustic model consists of three convolutional layers
followed by a fully-connected layer. For the autoregressive
MLM, we employ two layers of uni-directional long short-
term memory (LSTM). When the one-hot vector ypt−1 at
the previous time step t−1 is used as the input of the
LSTM stack, it is embedded into a two-dimensional vector
with continuous values to be matched with the audio fea-
ture ha

t , another input of the LSTM stack. Since all of note
states are predicted from the single CRNN architecture,
our model has fewer parameters compare to the Onsets and
Frames model. In addition, the causal uni-directional RNN
in our model enables real-time applications.

3.3 Multiple Note States

We illustrate five different note state representations in
Figure 2. Our main idea is to extend the conventional bi-
nary state (onset and off ) to multiple states using the states
transition of note activations such as note onset and note
offset. Considering that sustain pedal affects the note tran-
sition, we also add re-onset, the moment that a new note is
played while the previously played note on the same key is
being sustained with the pedal. In addition to the transition
states, we distinguished sustain from on. Using the mul-
tiple note states, we examine five types of note state rep-
resentations: binary, three states (off, onset, sustain), four
states which have additional {re-onset or offset} state, and
five states which utilize all local states.

We define the note state representation over the softmax
output in the LSTM in contrast to other multi-note-state
models which have a separate binary classifier for each
state [4, 12].

L(y, ŷ) = −
T∑

t=0

pmax∑
p=pmin

#states∑
i=0

ypt (i)log(ŷ
p
t (i)) (2)

We expect two advantages from this multi-class approach.
When the states are explicitly defined by a single variable,

the relation among states becomes concise. This may help
the autoregressive model to learn note transition patterns
more easily. Also, it prevents unrealistic combination of
states which can be occur in inference. (i.e. P (onset)=1
but P (on)=0). Adding re-onset class independently, out
of onset or sustain class, is also expected to be helpful to
train the neural network due to the distinct percussive tim-
bre of piano at note attack.

3.4 Autoregressive Model

For given a audio recording, our goal is estimate the notes
N from the acoustic features X. In practice, it is common
to estimate the frame-level note states first Y by computing
the maximum-likelihood of P (Y|X) and then to decode the
estimated Y into N. In the majority of AMT algorithms,
the condition probability is factorized as follows (see [2]
for details):

P (Y|X) ∝ P (y0|x0)

T∏
t=1

P (yt|y0...yt−1)P (yt|xt) (3)

where P (yt|xt) corresponds to an acoustic model and
P (yt|y0...yt−1) accounts for a (musical) language model.
The factorization allows the MLM to be trained with large-
scale symbolic data such as MIDI without paired au-
dio recordings. However, this approach has two issues.
First, the factorization may not take advantage of the syn-
ergy when the MLM is conditioned with the acoustic
information as input, for example, using a transduction
model [22, 23]. Second, the frame-level MLM in Equa-
tion 3 is usually set up to learn the dependency of binary
on or off states over piano-rolls [2, 13]. The recurring na-
ture of the binary representation may lead the model to
play a role of smoothing, rather than learning any kind
of musical structure [2, 24]. While a note-level MLM (i.e,
P (ni|n≤i−1)) can solve this problem [14,24] (and also this
learns the distribution of notes more meaningfully as notes
in AMT are analogous to words in speech recognition), it
requires a separate beat and meter detection algorithm to
convert the time unit [25].

Our proposed method addresses the two issues by 1)
jointly training the acoustic model and MLM and 2) using
multiple note states. Unlike the transduction models that
use the pre-trained features or posterior as input [22, 23],
we train the acoustic model and MLM in an end-to-end
manner through the auto-regressive CRNN architecture.
More precisely, we express the condition probability by
conditioning the autogressive model on the acoustic input.

P (Y|X) ∝ P (y0|x0)

T∏
t=1

P (yt|y≤t−1, x≤t) (4)

Although our model maintains the frame-level MLM, the
note-aware multiple state representation may mitigate the
repeated patterns of the simple binary representation.



3.5 Note Decoding

Once we estimates frame-level note states, we decode them
into musical notes in the inference phase. We examine
two ways of note decoding. One is a simple greedy ap-
proach and the other is a global optimization strategy us-
ing a modified beam search. The simple greedy decoding
samples from the most probable estimated state of ŷt ev-
ery frame. However, it does not guarantee global optimum
over multiple time steps. On the other hand, it is intractable
to examine all possible sequences especially in the high-
dimensional sequence. To overcome this problem, a beam
search is usually used to obtain a global optimum. For
MLM, a high-dimensional beam search [22] or a hashed
beam search [2] was proposed to reduce the complexity in
high dimensional situation. However, their methods mainly
aim to capture dependency across pitches on the binary
piano-roll representation. To focus on dependency over the
multiple states, we simplified the beam search to find the
optimum for every pitch independently. We achieve this by
examining the sub-sequences in the beam search tree only
when the second-best state of a pitch has a higher possibil-
ity than a certain threshold. When such pitches and frames
are detected, we perform beam-search for five more steps
only with that pitch while fixing other pitches with greedy
sampling. We also consider only two states with the high-
est probability at each frame because we expect the prob-
ability becomes negligible from the third in most cases.
After the best path for the pitch is found, we proceeded to
other pitches and next frame recursively. Most of the target
frames were close to onset and offset. Therefore, the pitch-
wise path search can be regarded as locating the onset or
offset to an optimal position. This method operates like the
greedy decoding if all of the estimated frames have a high
confidence.

After note states are inferred by one of the decoding al-
gorithms, we apply a simple rule to determine notes. Along
with frame axis, a note is initiated if a {onset or on} state
is detected after off. The offset of the note is determined if
{offset or off } is detected after the note initialization.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Dataset

We trained our model with the MAESTRO dataset v1.0.0
[6] with the published training and test split. The dataset
provides 1184 performances played in the International
Piano-e-Competition. Both audio recordings and the cor-
responding aligned MIDI files captured through Disklavier
are given. To compensate the effect of sustain pedal on note
offsets in labeling, we elongated the offset of notes accord-
ing to the sustain pedal followed by methodology in [4].

4.2 Metrics

We employed the standard frame-based and note-based
metric using mir_eval [26] package. We report precision,
recall and F1 score. We used a threshold of 50msec to de-

tect note onset. We counted note offset as hit when the dif-
ference is within 50msec or ±20% of note duration.

4.3 Hyperparameters

We used log-compressed mel-spectrograms as input of the
acoustic model. We computed the mel-spectrograms with
229 logarithmically-spaced frequency bins, a hop length
of 512, an FFT window of 2048, and a sample rate of
16kHz following [4, 5]. The CNN consists of 48/48/96
nodes from the bottom to the top layer, and the following
fully-connected (FC) layer has 768 nodes. The RNN con-
sists of two layers of LSTM with 768 nodes. The output FC
layer has (88×N) nodes where N is the number of note
states. The receptive field size of the top hidden layer in
the CNN is 7 frames of mel-spectrograms centered at time
step t. This yields 176 msec latency when the model runs
in real-time.

We used the categorical cross entropy loss and Adam
optimizer for training, applying a batch size of 32 and
a learning rate of 6e−4 with a decay of 0.02 in every
10000 steps. We trained our model with the teacher-forcing
method, which provides ground-truth data of the previous
time step for the AR layer. We tried scheduled sampling
[27] but our preliminary result showed a significant degra-
dation in performance. We randomly segmented audio into
10sec while training, but the whole sequence is transcribed
at once during inference. We evaluated the models after
200k steps in training. In addition to the aforementioned
hyperparameters, we report the experimental result of a
smaller model where the number of nodes in the LSTM
is set to 256 (three times smaller than the above) to reduce
the number of model parameters.

4.4 Comparative Experiments

We conducted a comparative experiment with the proposed
method with the five note state representations. Also, we
evaluated the same set of models without the autoregres-
sive connection to verify the effectiveness of the autore-
gressive model. For the autoregressive models, we evalu-
ated the note decoding results as well. We compared our
model mainly with the Onsets and Frames model and its
GAN-based extension [5], which is also trained on the
same dataset. In addition to the reported performance, we
evaluate Onsets and Frames model with the publicly avail-
able pre-trained model 1 and our own re-implementation.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Effect of Multi-State Note Representations

We report the averaged metrics over the test set in Table 1.
Overall, the use of onset makes a significant improvement
as seen in comparison between the ‘Binary’ model and
other multiple models. This result is in accordance with
previous studies [4]. The note-with-offset score also in-
creases along but this might be seen as affected by the
increased number of matched notes. The ‘Binary’ model

1 https://github.com/tensorflow/magenta, accessed on Sep 14, 2019



Models AR
Used states

#Parameters
Frame Note Onset Note with Offset

onset re-onset offset precision recall F-score precision recall F-score precision recall F-score

Binary © 14.4M 0.7768 0.8881 0.8161 0.9874 0.6281 0.7560 0.6399 0.4278 0.5064
Binary 13.9M 0.9128 0.8815 0.8961 0.8184 0.6646 0.7279 0.5655 0.4696 0.5095

Three © © 14.5M 0.7643 0.8828 0.8047 0.9878 0.9042 0.9433 0.7949 0.7249 0.7593
Three © 13.9M 0.9502 0.8104 0.8740 0.9907 0.8247 0.8985 0.8259 0.6904 0.7508

Four(offset) © © © 14.5M 0.7957 0.8774 0.8258 0.9874 0.9015 0.9416 0.8105 0.7409 0.7735
Four (offset) © © 14.0M 0.9549 0.8080 0.8745 0.9890 0.8392 0.9065 0.8264 0.7039 0.7590

Four (re-onset) © © © 14.5M 0.7834 0.8864 0.8207 0.9871 0.9103 0.9465 0.8074 0.7450 0.7744
Four (re-onset) © © 14.0M 0.9529 0.8049 0.8717 0.9928 0.8258 0.8997 0.8313 0.6946 0.7553

Five © © © © 14.6M 0.8191 0.8732 0.8382 0.9856 0.9121 0.9467 0.8259 0.7648 0.7936
Five © © © 14.1M 0.9391 0.8170 0.8730 0.9923 0.8278 0.9009 0.8213 0.6878 0.7472

Five (small) © © © © 6.1M 0.7264 0.8933 0.7889 0.9889 0.9043 0.9438 0.7755 0.7093 0.7403

Onsets and Frames (paper) [6] 18.3M* 0.9211 0.8841 0.9015 0.9827 0.9261 0.9532 0.8295 0.7824 0.8050
Onsets and Frames (pretrained)1 23.5M 0.8737 0.8768 0.8733 0.9792 0.9182 0.9473 0.8114 0.7615 0.7853
Onsets and Frames (reimplemented) 18.3M 0.9350 0.8771 0.9045 0.9939 0.8993 0.9436 0.8135 0.7371 0.7730
Onsets and Frames Uni-LSTM (reimplemented) 15.6M 0.9356 0.8599 0.8954 0.9929 0.8917 0.9388 0.8028 0.7218 0.7595
Non-Saturating GAN (paper) [5] 26.9M*† 0.931 0.898 0.914 0.981 0.932 0.956 0.835 0.793 0.813

Table 1. Frame and note metrics for the five note state representations. All measures are based on decoded sequence with
greedy decoding. Precision, Recall and F1 score are averaged over piece-wise results. AR stands for ‘autoregressive’. Refer
4.3 for detail. * This number was estimated based on hyperparameters in the paper. †This includes a neural network to
estimate note velocity.

achieves a high frame-level F1-score but at the same time
it has the lowest note onset F1-score. We suspect that over-
lapped notes without offsets (notes with re-onset) were
not distinguishable in the binary note state representation,
thereby leading low recall in the note onset score.

The influence of re-onset and offset is observed from the
note-with-offset score. The ‘Four’ models that have either
one of the states achieve higher scores than the ‘Three’
model. The ‘Five’ model that has both states achieves a
higher score than the ‘Four’ models, particularly with the
AR connection. However, re-onset and offset do not help
improving the note onset score much.

Among the five note state representations, the ‘Five’
model achieves slightly higher frame-level and note-level
F-scores than others. We investigated the model further by
downsizing the LSTM units (small). The small model has
a lower F-score in the note-with-offset score but it achieves
comparable F-scores to the original ‘Five’ model in the
note onset score.

We also observed that re-onset in the ‘Five’ model es-
timates sharper activations compared to the common onset
when it estimates repeated notes with extremely short in-
tervals such as trills, as shown in Figure 3. The number
of such note patterns is too small to affect overall perfor-
mance but it would be helpful when detailed analysis on
articulation is necessary.

5.2 Effect of Autoregressive Connection

All AR models with onset show similar high performances
in the note onset score. While the AR connection improves
the F-score in both onset and offset of notes, it significantly
decreases the frame-level scores. This might be because
some extremely elongated note offsets are predicted by the
AR model. This issue is discussed in the following sec-
tion. The improvement in the note-with-offset score with
re-onset and offset should be carefully understood because

Figure 3. Comparison between onset and re-onset activa-
tion on trill notes. (a) ground truth (b) onset activation of
Onsets and Frames (c) onset activation of ‘Five’ AR model
(d) re-onset activation of ‘Five’ AR model (e) onset acti-
vation of ‘Four (offset)’ AR model

our model cannot learn state dependency backward (for ex-
ample, considering that there will be an offset few frames
later, the current frame is more likely to be on). Therefore,
it is not clear why it is effective only on the AR model.
Since our model was trained with a teacher-forcing sce-
nario, we suspect that part of the benefits might be related
to resilience on the noisy output, which can occur in the
inference phase.

5.3 Learned State Transition

Figure 4 shows an example of frame activations and de-
coded piano rolls of the selected models. In the proposed
‘Five’ model with the AR connection, a note always starts
with its onset prediction and the activation is clearly main-
tained with the following sustain predictions. This con-
trasts with the blurry activation in the Onsets and Frames
model and the non-AR model, where some notes were
estimated too short. This is identified by the short blue
frames followed by the orange frames in the decoded roll
in Figure 4. Estimating continuous sustain frames also has
an negative effect. The AR model often fails to detect note
offsets as the sustain frames are estimated too long. This is
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Figure 4. Frame probabilities (or activations) and decoded piano rolls with the ground truth. The excerpt was selected
from the test set. Sustain frames and onset frames are displayed in blue and black, respectively, in the ground truth. In the
decoded piano rolls below, the estimated frames with {true positive, false negative, false positives} are annotated in blue,
orange, and green, respectively. Best viewed in color.

Decoding F1 score
Models

Five Four Four Three Binary
(offset) (re-onset)

Greedy
Note Onset 0.9467 0.9416 0.9465 0.9433 0.7560

Note w. Offset 0.7936 0.7735 0.7744 0.7593 0.5064

Beam Search
Note Onset 0.9380 0.9305 0.9361 0.9310 0.7480

Note w. Offset 0.7886 0.7648 0.7657 0.7484 0.5035

Table 2. Summary of note decoding results. All models
have autoregressive model.

identified by the green frames followed by the blue frames
in the decoded roll in Figure 4.

5.4 Beam Search and Error Calibration

We summarized the comparison between the two decod-
ing algorithms in Table 2. Counter-intuitively, the pro-
posed beam search performed slightly worse than the sim-
ple greedy decoding method. To analyze the reason, we in-
vestigated the confidence errors of class prediction. With
the greedy decoding, we regarded their softmax predic-
tions as a confidence measure and classified each estima-
tion according to the value. We equally divided the confi-
dence range [0 1] into 20 bins and recorded the averaged
accuracy of each bin. The empirical discrepancy between
accuracy and confidence indicates the model calibration er-
ror [28]. The confidence diagram Figure 5 shows that the
model is overconfident on sustain prediction but it is under-
confident on off frames. We suspect this large gap between
estimated probabilities leads to sub-optimal paths in the
beam search. Label smoothing [29] or temperature scal-
ing [28] may be helpful for relaxation but we leave this for
future work.

Figure 5. Confidence diagrams of the Onsets and frames
model and the ‘Three’ model. The dashed diagonal line in
black indicates perfect calibration.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a neural network architecture for polyphonic
piano transcription where the acoustic and language mod-
els are integrated in a unified manner. The architecture is
designed to predict multiple note states as a softmax output
and learn the dependency among note states through the
auto-regressive MLM. Our comparative study shows that
the onset state is critical to improving note onset scores
and the offset and re-onset states help improving the note-
with-offset score. The auto-regressive MLM provides sig-
nificantly higher accuracy on both note onset and offset es-
timation compared to its non-auto-regressive version. The
visualization of decoded piano roll shows that our models
with the auto-regressive connection generates a realistic se-
quence of note states. We also examined a pitch-wise beam
search to decode the frame-level activation but the result
showed that it was not as effective as a simple greedy de-
coding. Finally, the evaluation on the MAESTRO dataset
shows that our proposed model achieves transcription per-
formance comparable to the state-of-the-art models even
with the unidirectional RNN and fewer parameters.
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